Der AK Asyl Remseck e.V. presents:

Bicyle „Join-in Repair Shop“
Help for self-help

Mobility for everyone
Where do you find us
Ludwigsburger Str. 24/1,
RemseckNeckargröningen

Already a minimum of individual moblilty can help to make daily life in Remseck a
lot easier to handle for everyone, including our new community members in Remseck.
This was the reason in 2015, when the first refugees arrived in Remseck, to launch

Opening hours

our „Bicycle Repair Shop“ within the AK Asyl Remseck e.V. Since then the repair
shop has been active and busy under the experienced guidance of Steffen Ober-

Montags from 17:00
Next dates:
21.06.2021
28.06.2021
05.07.2021

gfäll.

Our intentions
We receive donated bicycles, restore them
– if necessary – to a roadworthy condition

How to contact us

and make them available to people with

E-Mail:
fahrradwerkstatt@akasyl-remseck.de

refugee experience for a small fee.
We help them with repairing and maintaining their bikes and finding answers to

phone: 0177 / 3238477
(also via the messenger
service Signal)

Please always observe the
current Corona protection
measures on the ground,
which are also pointed
out on the ground.

all sorts of problems associated with bicy-

How you can help

cles – following our motto „help people to

We have sparked your interest and you

help themselves“.

would like to help?

We do not see ourselves as a service pro-

We will gladly receive your bicycle do-

vider that completely repairs bicycles and

nations – ideally on a Monday directly

makes them available again, but as a "join-

at our repair shop after 5 pm.

in workshop" where people with refugee

You would like to support or even join

experience can maintain, care for and

our team? Please contact us, we will be

repair their bicycles themselves and re-

happy to hear from you.

ceive all the support they need in terms of
advice, action and materials.
And of course, amiable conversations and
social contacts are not missing out at our
gatherings.
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